



An Attempt to Relate the G:ross Intensity of a 
Compound Odo:r to the Total Concentration of 
l:ngredients (IV) 
Isamu SANO and Aichi SANO 
As the means of expressing the odor intensity by a numerical value， the 6-point system has 
generally been employed together with the odor-concentration system; in the former， the 
intensity appreciated through olfactory sense is given by the figures ranging from 0 to 5， and in 
the latter， the concentration of an odorant that be no longer perceptible when diluted with 
odorless air 
羽Teinvestigated theoretically the relation between these two， taking into account the 
Weber-Fechner's rul巴， and derived Eq. (3)， and further， we obtained Eq. (4) showing that the odor-
concentration is proportional to the concentration of an odorant. In order to inquire into the 
validity of the equations， we applied them to the same data cited in the previous report， with the 
conclusion that the equations are considered to be well ob巴yed，in view of the difficulty in 
















































表 1~4 の調査成績から回帰直線 I=xk ， lnC十 α を







A 13.6 2.9 100 
B 5.1 2.3 17 
C 3.6 2.0 <10 
D 4.8 3.9 <10 
E 7.6 3.7 <10 
F 8.4 3.3 く10
G 3.0 3.0 17 
L~ 2.0 2.4 <10 1.2 。 く10
表2一白.昭和54年7月18日調査成績
¥担J い以 物(p 油10ワp濃18b度:y嘆点 'l'1:強[見 臭気濃度スケール法) ( 3点比較法)
A 2.1 1巳4 <10 
B 10.8 1.8 16 
C 3.3 0.8 <10 
D 6.6 1.8 <10 
E 5.1 1.0 <10 
F 2.5 0.3 く10
G 7.6 1.3 く10
H 6.7 1.2 <10 
2.0 。 <10 
表2-b 昭和54年8月9日調査成績
lTf濃度 日臭覚強度 臭気濃度(p p b) ( 6 )点スケー ルJ去) ( 3点比較法)
6.7 1.3 10 
B 9.3 1.5 14 
C 3.9 1.2 10 
D 0.8 。.3 <10 
E 1.5 0.9 <10 
F 3.0 1.6 <10 
G 1.0 0.5 <10 
H 1.5 1.8 <10 











B 6.1 2.5 38 
C 8.6 2.5 
D 1.8 1.9 13 
E 2.4 1.0 <10 
F 2.1 1.1 <10 
G 1.6 。.2 <10 
H 3.5 2.2 <10 
2.0 。 <10 
表 3-b 昭和55年 2月14日調査成績
地点 |物質濃度 日臭覚強度 臭気濃度
(p p b) ( 6点スケールJ去) ( 3点比較法)
A 3.6 1.9 10 
B 1.8 1.7 <10 
C 14.6 3.5 100 
D 7.5 1.4 <10 
E 4.2 1.9 <10 
F 1.9 0.5 <10 
G 2.3 。 <10 
H 2.2 。 <10 




(p p b) ( 6点スケール1去) ( 3点比較法)
A 35司7 2.3 100 
B 13.3 2.2 24 
C 4.7 2.7 10 
D 8.2 2.3 く10
E 9.6 2.3 17 
F 2.2 2.1 17 
G 1.6 。.2






(p p b) ( 6点スケーlレ法) ( 3点比較法)
A 2.9 0.5 15 
B 2.0 0.9 30 
C 4.3 2.0 17 
D 1.4 1.4 16 
E 1.6 0.7 
















調 査 β 
2.3k α 
年月 日 (1) (2 ) 
54. 2. 19 3.477 0.571 1. 4. 1.81 
54. 7. 18 
1. 25， 0.353 1. 91 1.5. 
8. 9 
55. 1. 17 
3.387 - 0.356 0.7. 3.12 
2. 14 
55. 7. 8 
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